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Since its inception in 1994 as the sixth ‘Indian Institute of Technology,’ IIT Guwahati has achieved an international reputationin the fields of 
technology, innovation and research earning its accolades as one of the world’s topmost young and dynamicuniversities. The campus is 
located on a sprawling 285-hectare plot of land on the northern bank of Brahmaputra about20km away from the heart of the city.The 
programmes and courses offered at IIT Guwahati are perpetually evolving to adapt to the ever changing globalrequirements, with a flexibility 
to ensure that students pursue courses to the best of their interests. 



At present the Institutehas eleven departments and three inter-disciplinary academic centres covering all the major engineering, science 
andhumanities disciplines, offering B.Tech, B.Des, MA, M.Des, M.Tech, M.Sc and Ph.D programmes. With the introduction of a‘Minor’ degree, 
open and inter-departmental electives, audit courses and promotion of inter-disciplinary research, ourstudents get a chance to expand their 
horizon of learning. The presence of state-of-the-art laboratories and National Centres of Research has helped the institute become one of 
thenation’s nerve centre for research and development as well as technical education. The faculty, besides committing toworld class research, 
ensures that students of the campus are ready to face challenges of the professional world byproviding them with a sound conceptual 
understanding of their respective disciplines. It also plays a huge role in theirdevelopment as potential pioneers and leaders, by encouraging 
and helping them participate in different global ventures.



IIT Guwahati has MoUs (Memorandum of Understanding) signed with institutes of international repute throughout the worldfor semester 
based student-exchange programmes and summer internships, thus encouraging global integration whiledeveloping a broader outlook 
among our students. Students pursue internships in their vacations in industrial, managerialand research domains in leading multinational 
firms and research labs and contribute substantially to these organizations.The institute also offers top-notch facilities for extra-curricular 
activities to ensure a holistic development of the students.

A Welcome Note
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Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati was established in 1994 by an Act of 
Parliament. Theacademic programme started with 65 students in three 
undergraduate programmes in 1995.The Institute is growing steadily and the 
total number of students in eleven departments andthree academic centres in 
numerous undergraduate and postgraduate programmes is nowaround 5100. The 
Institute has excellent infrastructure for all round development of itsstudents. 
The laboratories are well equipped with modern cutting edge instruments 
forresearch and development. The Institute has a very good central library with 
collection of morethan 1.6 lakh printed books and subscribes to more than 500 
printed journals. Library hasaccess to over ten thousand online journals. The 
sports facilities of the Institute are ofinternational standard. The students 
graduating from this institute are motivated, bright, andvery eager to perform 
after they graduate. Institute provides them quality education both in 
theclassroom, and outside. IIT Guwahati has extensive facilities for cultural and 
creative activitiestoo. IIT Guwahati helps in shaping up the bright minds with 
proper perspectives. Because of theexcellent performance of the students of IIT 
Guwahati in all the fields of study and research,guided by the dynamic faculty 
members and with full support of the non-teaching employees,IIT Guwahati 
could feature in the coveted list of Top-100 young universities (under 50 years 
ofage) of the world selected by the Times Higher Education (THE) magazine. IIT 
Guwahati is theonly Indian entry to this elite list. With this India has joined the 
league of Top 100 for the firsttime. Faculty members and the PhD students have 
been able to demonstrate substantialintrinsic merit of their research. Also some 
research- activities have excellent connection toIndustrial problems.

Message from the Director

Prof. T.G. Sitharam
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IIT Guwahati has recently entered the elite list of top 70 young universities of the world 
under50 years. It is the best ranking for any Indian institute in the world university 
rankings.At this moment of pride and happiness, I take this opportunity to welcome you 
all. In a shortduration of over two decades, IIT Guwahati has been able to develop 
world-class facilities and resources. We are well recognised for our research and teaching 
facilities in India and abroad.Our students have continuously been able to display excellent 
potential and skill in their fieldsof academics and extra-curricular activities. Many of the 
students have visited foreignuniversities of repute to widen their knowledge and 
experience. The IIT Guwahati alumni areshowing excellence in their respective fields. It is 
worth mentioning that recruiters from variedfields have responded very enthusiastically 
and rated our students very high. Their abilities arewell attested by the excellent reports 
we receive from the recruiting companies. We providecontinuous support to the 
graduating students registered for placement by offering informationand guidance. Centre 
for Career Development (CCD) looks after all the necessary activities fortheir placement. 
We have the required infrastructure to conduct parallel placement sessions,pre-placement 
talks, excellent accommodation arrangement in the guest house, etc. toorganize campus 
placement activities.



Our CCD team take this opportunity to invite your esteemed organization to visit our 
campus forrecruitment of our students. It will be a great privilege for us to welcome you 
at the IITGuwahati.

Message from Head CCD

Prof. Abhishek Kumar
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News Highlights

Retained rank 7 in NIRF 
Rankings


IIT Guwahati has ranked 7th in overallas 
well as in Engineering category inthe ‘India 
Rankings 2020’ of National Institutional 
Ranking Framework(NIRF), MHRD, 
Government of India

IITG research on Eri and Muga 
Silk accepted by World Bank


IIT Guwahati researchers conducted 
extensive scientific field research for Eri and 
Muga silk from a design management 
perspective, which gained acceptance from 
the World Bank consultants.

Breakthrough in pricing 
‘Carbon Risk’


Researchers from IIT Guwahati and IIM 
Bangalore has made a breakthrough in 
pricing ‘carbon risk’, revealing long-term 
risks forstocks of polluting firms.

QS World Universityrank 41 
(India rank 2) for research


IITG has entered the list of top 50 
institutes in the world by securing the 
41st rank globally (Indian Rank - 2) in the 
'Research Citations per Faculty' category 
of the QS World University rankings 2022.

Microplastic filter for 
seawater


IIT-Guwahati researchers have developed 
a microfiltration process using hollow 
fiber membraneto remove microplastics 
from seawater before edible salt is 
extracted from it.

Smart window materials for 
automatic climate control


IIT Guwahati researchers have developed 
smart window materials for automatic 
climate control of buildings. This would 
help develop effecient automatic climate 
control systems.
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Departments,

Centres and

Schools

Department of Biosciences and Bioengineering

Department of Chemical Engineering

Department of Civil Engineering

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Department of Design

Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Department of Chemistry

Department of Humanities and Social Sciences

Department of Mathematics

Department of Physics

Departments

Centre for the Environment

Centre for Nanotechnology

Centre for Linguistic Science and Technology

Centre for Disaster Management and Research

Centre for Intelligent Cyber Physical Systems

Centre for Indian Knowledge Systems

Centres

Mehta Family School of Data Science and 
Artificial Intelligence

School of Energy Science and Engineering

School of Agro and Rural Technology

Schools
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Undergraduate Programme
Programmes and Disciplines

Bachelor of Technology (B.Tech)


4 year programme in the disciplines:



Biosciences and Bioengineering

Chemical Engineering

Civil Engineering

Chemical Science and Technology

Computer Science and Engineering

Electronics and Electrical Engineering

Electronics and Communication Engineering

Mathematics and Computing

Mechanical Engineering

Engineering Physics



A rigorous course structure which imparts

comprehensive understanding of a particular 
field ofstudy, training for practical problems of 
design anddevelopment through course work 
and activeresearch.

Bachelor of Design (B.Des)


4 year programme in the disciplines:



Design



An interdisciplinary Design programme and the only one of its

kind in the IITs. Focuses on imparting deep under standing of

prime domains in Design : Design research, Interaction

Design, Industrial Design, and Visual Comm. through courses

and rigorous project works

Minor Degree Programme : as anauxiliary


Auxiliary minor programme for all disciplines. In 2010, the

institute started a provision for a minor degree in the B.Tech

and B.Des programmes. Students pursue additional courses

in their Minor degree department. Students specialize in a

field of their choice in addition to their major degree thus

developing skills well suited for interdisciplinary professions.
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Post-Graduate Programme
Programmes and Disciplines

Master of Technology (M.Tech)


2 year programme in the disciplines:



Biotechnology

Chemical Engineering

Civil Engineering

Computer Science and Engineering

Electronics and Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Rural Technology

Robotics and Artificial Intelligence



Comprehensive understanding in specialized domains 
ofengineering through course work and active research.

Master of Arts (M.A.)


2 year programme in the discipline:



Development Studies

Master of Design (M.Des)


2 year programme in the discipline:



Design



Imparting students a deep understanding of Design 
research, Industrial Design, Visual Communication and 
Interaction Design through courses and project works.

Master of Science (M.Sc)



Mathematics and Computing

Chemistry

Physics

Master of Science by Research (M.S. R)



Energy

Disaster Management & Risk Reduction
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In the Centres



Energy

Environment

Nanotechnology



Extensive training in research with advances in

science and technology. Students publish their

thesis in International Journals and Conferences.

In the Departments



Biosciences and Bioengineering

Chemical Engineering

Civil Engineering

Computer Science and Engineering

Design

Electronics and Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Chemistry

Humanities and Social Sciences

Mathematics

Physics

Doctoral Programme
Ph.D (Doctor of Philosophy)

8



Demographics
Department-wise Demography
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Demographics
Department-wise Demography

Biosciences and 
Bioengineering

Chemical Engineering



Chemistry



Civil Engineering



Computer Science and 
Engineering



B.Tech 43

M.Tech 47



B.Tech 66

M.Tech 65



B.Tech 47

M.Sc 79



B.Tech 81

M.Tech 123



B.Tech 97

M.Tech 64

Data Science



Design



Electronics and 
Communication 
Engineering



Electronics and 
Electrical Engineering



Energy



M.Tech 20



B.Des 44

M.Des 31



B.Tech 86

M.Tech 88



B.Tech 51

M.Tech 88



M.Tech 13

Engineering Physics



Humanities and 
Social Sciences



Mathematics and 
Computing



Mechanical 
Engineering



Rural Technology



B.Tech 44

M.Sc 59



MA 50



B.Tech 63

M.Sc 57



B.Tech 96

M.Tech 115



M.Tech 11
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Reaseach and Development
Infrastucture

Lecture hall complex &

Conference centres


The institute has four large lecture 

halls with 300 seating capacity each 

and a new Conference Centre with 4

conference rooms of global stature. 
There are plans for 6 lecture halls of200 
capacity and 18 class rooms of120 
capacities for future provision.

Central library and

Computer Centre


With more than 1.64 lakh volumes, 
presently we are subscribing to 525

titles including 306 online journals &

12350 online journals through ‘INDEST-
AICTE Consortium’ and ‘DeLCON:DBT – 
Electronic Library Consortium’.

Academic Complex &

Technology Complex


The majestic Academic complex of 74000 
square meters houses all the departments, 
centres for research, laboratories and 
department libraries,equipped with modern 
audio-visual aids. The advanced Technology 
complex houses the Incubation centrewhich 
facilitates co-operation and interaction 
between the institute andentrepreneurs of 
various sectors of science and engineering.
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Achievements

MOUs


Memoranda of Understanding (MoU)on academic & research collaborations, are one of the 
integral part ofthe institution’s external relations. Atpresent the institute has more than 100 
MoUs till date with various universities from allover the world.

Conferences, seminars& workshops


Many conferences, seminars, workshops along with School of Thought are organized by 
Departments and Centres every year. Students participate actively in their proceedings as 
well as in organizing them.

Publications


Students actively collaborate withfaculty in research projects, publishing research papers in 
internationaland national journals and conferences. The Institute has so farapplied for 69 
patents out of which 6have been grant- ed. 19 patents wereapplied in the previous 
academic yearonly.

12



R&D Projects

Dept./CentreProjects AmountFunding Agency

1750 Lakhs
Scheme for financial 
assistance for setting up of 
Electronics and ICT academics

Centre for 
Educational Tech.

DeitY

840 LakhsMHRD
Centre for 
Educational Tech.

E-Kalpa-2 creating digital 
environment for design in 
India

339 LakhsMHRDCentre for 
Educational Tech.

Unnat Shikshak – Unnat 
Bharat, centre for excellence 
in science and mathematics 
education

13

237 Lakhs
Fundamental molecular
investigations in 
Biotechnology.

Biosciences and 
bioengineering DBT



Dept./CentreProjects AmountFunding Agency

156 Lakhs
Scheme for financial 
assistance for setting up of 
Electronics and ICT academics

Electronics & 
Electrical Engineering Media Labs, Asia

151 LakhsDBTBiosciences and 
bioengineering

Development of abiotic 
stress resilient tropical 
pulses through tailoring 
of ABA receptor genes

145 LakhsONGCCentre for Energy

Development of abiotic 
stress resilient tropical 
pulses through tailoring 
of ABA receptor genes

14R&D Projects (Contd.)



Some recognized events

 Workshop on ‘seeking sustainable solution to water & sate specific action plan (ssap) 25 July, 201

 Capacity building programme on 'Becoming a Plant Doctor' from July15 to July 19, 201

 Fourth International Symposium on Advances in Sustainable Polymers (ASP 17) January, 2018

 Workshop on Wildlife Ecology and Seri-bioresources (BIOCONVERSE) Jan - Feb, 201

 Consultation Workshop for Sustainable Agriculture in NorthEastern region on 17th February, 2018

 The 4th National Workshop on NEMS/MEMS and Theranostic Devices NWNTD-201

 National Workshop on Fluorescence and Raman Spectroscopy 201

 22nd National Conference on Communications (NCC-2016), March 201

 Research Conclave 2016 – An amalgamation of Academia, Industry and StartUps, March 201

 2nd National Workshop on NEMS/MEMS and Theranostics Devices (NWNTD-2016), March 201

 4th Annual Chemical Engineering Symposium (REFLUX 2016), March 201

 Workshop on Tone and Intonation-3, January 201

 Symposium cum Workshop on Advances in Computational Biology and Computer Aided Drug Design, June, 201

 Regional Celebration of Women in Computing, East and North-East, November 201

 South Asian Workshop on Optics and Photonics 2015 under UNESCO IYL Celebration (SAWOP 2015), November, 201

 XXVII IUPAP Conference on Computational Physics (CCP2015), December 2015

 4th InternationalConference on Advanced Nanomaterial and Nanotechnology (ICANN-2015), December 201

 5th IEEE Applied Electromagnetics Conference (AEMC-2015), December 2015

Workshops and Seminars 15



Holistic development

Student Activities

IIT Guwahati’s motto of achieving excellence through the amalgamation of mind, body,heart and soul is exhibited through amyrad of 
extra-curricular activities that range from sports, club activities, hostel events, college fests and otherentrepreneurial endeavours. Students 
develop themselves in various areas as they take up versatile roles, such asmanaging the entire student body, organizing festivals on an 
international scale, competing fiercely in national andinternational competitions and also taking up several social initiatives along the way.

Students’ Gymkhana Council


The Students’ Gymkhana Council is a body that promotes the objective of fostering extracurricular 
and co-curricular activities along with the welfare of the students during their stay oncampus. 
Being a part of Gymkhana council acts as a simulation for developing managerial andleadership 
qualities by providing the student with a real-life scenario of managing thefunctioning of large 
projects, initiating new ones and allocating budgets accordingly.

Gymkhana Clubs


Imperative to promoting the co-curricular activities, are over 30 active clubs of IIT Guwahatithat 
constantly provide much needed stimulus for growth in their cultural, technical andentrepreneurial 
endeavours. These clubs are constantly involved in activities spanning fromlocal to international 
levels. A few clubs like the Finance Club, Red Ribbon Club, Analytics andConsulting Club and Rights 
and Responsibility Club have grown manifolds since their inception.This variety of clubs lead to a 
well-rounded, versatile and passionate persona of an IIT-Gstudent.

16



Alcheringa (IITG Annual Cultural Festival)


Alcheringa is the annual-cultural festival of IIT-Guwahati and within a short span of 
25 years,has grown to become the largest college cultural festival of the North-East 
India while earning aspot in the top 3 college fests all across the country. It brings 
together an amalgamation ofinternational culture providing a competitive platform 
for many aspiring artists. Managing anevent with over 70 events and a footfall of 
1.3 lac is no simple task and it is all up to thestudents to ensure that the gears run 
smoothly. Working on such a huge project provides all thechallenges a student 
would have to face later in their careers. Students gain the ability forplanning, 
execution, handling tense scenarios and making quick, but logical decisionswhile 
alsolearning the importance of teamwork, time and financial management

Techniche (IITG Annual Tech. Festival)


Techniche has completed 22 successful editions and has emerged amongst the 
largest TechnoManagement Festivals of the country. Techniche constitutes of 
several modules such asrobotics, technical writing, workshops to industrial 
conclave and lecture series, thus, bringingtogether best of both worlds in a 
stimulating environment for inspirational and competitivelearning. Interacting with 
the top-most leaders and hearing their stories first-hand gives muchneeded 
knowledge to the students as they try to craft their own destiny in this world.“IIT
Guwahati has raised my expectation on India’s ability to take on the world.” – Jonar 
Nader.Australia’s highest paid Consultant and Management Guru and a guest 
lecturer at Techniche.

Student Activities (Contd.) 17



Student Activities (Contd.)

Sports & Inter IIT


The Institute is well-equipped with state-of-the-art infrastructure for major 
outdoor and indoorsports that would rival any national stadium. The exhaustive 
training students undergo helpsthem secure a mindset to persevere beyond 
limitations and develop an insatiable hunger forexcellence. Students work 
rigorously throughout the year for the Inter-IIT Sports Meet which is held in 
December every year. Students of IIT Guwahati boast exemplary records in 
these eventsand also several national level sports competitions.

UDGAM 

(IITG Annual 
Eentrepreneurial Summit)


The ‘Entrepreneurial Development Cell’ 
organizes this summit annually, bringing 
together theexperience of workshops, 
lectures and showcases of the most 
promising entrepreneurs andstart-ups of 
India, thereby promoting a culture of 
innovation and problem solving.


18



About CCD

Roles & Responsibilties


The Centre for Career Development at IIT Guwahati handles all aspects of campus placementsfor 
graduating students. The cell is responsible for mediating between the company and thestudents. 
Arrangements for every stage of the recruitment process are made by officials at theoffice. The Head, 
CCD in consultation with the student coordinators oversee all placementrelated activities at the 
institute. CCD coordinates with recruiting companies and handles theentire internship hiring and on 
campus recruitment process. The scheduling process is handledaccommodating both the needs of the 
students and the department to ensure that therecruitment process is carried out in the most 
comfortable and satisfying manner possible.

Training Initiatives


Centre for Career Development also takes the responsibility of training the students of theInstitute and 
strengthening their concepts by building on the fundamental principles while alsoaccommodating the 
needs of the industrial market within realistic constraints such aseconomic, environmental, social, health 
and safety. The Centre ensures complete revision ofbasic concepts so that students can identify, 
formulate and solve engineering problems withthe understanding of professional and ethical 
responsibility. CCD also organizes regular trainingsessions for students on soft skill development.

Facilities


The office has excellent facilities and infrastructure for placement activities, which include: a) Online 
Platforms for Interviews b) Registration portal for Companies & Students c) Instituteauditorium, Lecture 
Halls for Pre-placement talks and tests d) Computer Centre andDepartmental Labs for written and 
online tests e) Video Conference Facilities including Skypeinterviews*

19



Placement Procedure
Guidelines

Invites are sent to organizations with relevant
information

Companies register and create account on theonline 
placement portal.

Company/Organisation fills the online Job Application 
Form containing details of the job profile and the offer 
using portal

If the company/organisation is interested in conducting a Pre 
Placement Talk (PPT) they can send a request along with the 
preferred dates. The talk can be held after academic hours.

1.

3.

2.

4.
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Placement Procedure
Guidelines

The Job Application Form is made available online to 
the eligible students, along with any other information 
furnished by company/ organisation. Students apply 
online to companies’ job profiles.

The resumes of all interested students become available to 
the organisation (view/download) on their portal account. 
Organisations can short-list students. Organisations are 
alsorequested to maintain a waitlist of students who can be 
interviewed in the event of non-availability of some of the 
shortlisted students.

Company/Organisation fills the online Job Application 
Form containing details of the job profile and the offer 
using portal

Organisations visit the campus on the allotted date(s) and 
conduct tests and/or interviews according to their selection 
procedure.

5.

7.

6.

8.
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Placement Procedure
Guidelines

The company/organisation has to furnish the final list 
of selected students soon after the completion of the 
selection procedure. As per the placement policies of 
the institute, as soon as a student is offered a job, he or 
she is ineligible to continue in the selection processes 
of other company/organisations or apply to other 
company/organizations.

The CCD Office also coordinates the signing of offer 
letters by students who have been selected to ensure 
that they reach the company/ organisation as early 
as possible.

9. 10.
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Previous Recruiters
Growing connections

A


B


Abzooba India Infotech Pvt. Ltd.

Accenture

Ace Thought Tech.

Adobe

Air Bus

Airvana Networks

Allseas India

Altair

Amazon

Analog Devices

Ansys

Fluent

Aricent

Arista Networks

ASC Infratech

Ashok Leyland

Assam Down Town University

Atomic Labs

AVA Corp.



Bank of America

Bank of India

BARCLAYS : Global Markets

Beehyv

BEL

Belzabar Software

Bentley Systems

BGR Energy Systems

BGT

Bharat Dynamics

BHEL

BILT

BOC India

Bosch Limited

Boston Consulting Group

BPCL

British Telecom

Broadcom

Byte Consulting



CA Technologies

Cadila

Capgemini

Capital IQ

C-DOT

Cisco

Citrix R&D

Clarice Tech

Coal India Limited

C


Coca Cola

Cognizant

Comassites Software

Conexant

Contata Solutions

Convonix

Cordys

Cosmic Circuits

Covansys

Credit Suisse

Cubastion Consulting

Cummins



Dark Horse

DE Shaw

Degremont

Dell R&D

Delmia

Deloitte

Digital Soft.

Directi

Dolcera

Dr. Reddy’s Labs

DRDO

Drisht

D


E


F


G


Ebay

EMC

Emergent Ventures

Emmeskay

Energo India

Ericsson

Evalueserve EXL Service



Facebook

Fair Isaac

FICO

Finisar

Flextronics Software

Flipkart



GE India Technology

GAIL India

GE

GE - Global Research

GEIPER

Geodesic

Geometric Ltd.

Global Anaytics
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Global Logic

Godrej

Godrej Agrovet

Goldman Sachs

Google



HAL

HCL

Headstrong

Hero Moto Corp.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise

HLL

Honda R&D

Honeywell (Design)

HP Global

HPCL

Housing

Huawei

Hughes Systique 



Ibibo Web Pvt. Ltd.

IBM

IDEB Projects

Impetus

iNautix

Induslogic

Informatica

Infosys

InMobi

Innoplexus

Inzane Labs

H


I


IOCL

Ircon

iRunway

Ispat Industries

ISRO

ITC Infotech

ITC Ltd.



Jindal

John Deere

Johnson Matthey

JSPL

July Systems



K. L University

Kanbay

KIIT

Kotak Secs. Ltd.

Kaziranga University

Kotak Secs. Ltd.

Kaziranga University



L&T

L&T ECC

Lehman Brothers

LG Electronics

Libsys

Linkedin India

Lovely Professional Univ.

LSI Logic

J


K


L


M


N


O


M M University

M.N. Dastur

Mahindra & Mahindra

MakeMyTrip

Manhattan

Mewar Univ

Microsoft

MindTree

Moonraft



Nagarro Software

NALCO

NetApp

Nevis Network

Nextgen Innovation

Labs NHAI

nhance Engineering

Nielsen

Niksun

NKG Infra

NMDC

Nomura Service NRL

NTPC

Nutanix

Nvidia



OIL India

ONGC

OnMobile

Oracle

P


Q


R


S


Pangea3

PayPal

PCS

PDPU

Persistent Systems

Pitney Bowes

Polaris

Power Alstom

Power Grid

PricewaterhouseCopers



Qualcomm

Qwest Software Telecom



Redpine Signals

Reliance Com

Reliance Industries

Reliance Infocom

Reliance Power



S N Bhobe

S S Software

SAI

SAIL

Samsung R&D

SAP Labs India Private Limited

Sapient Satyam

SCATech

Schlumberger Asia
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Seclore

Sharda University

Shell Technology

Snapdeal

Sokarati

Sony India

Sprinklr Solution Pvt Ltd

Steelwedge Technologies Pvt Ltd

Stratbeans Consulting Pvt Ltd



Tata Motors TATA Power

Tata Steel

TCE Consulting

TCS

Techspan

Tejas Networks

Telcon

Texas Instruments

T


Texity

Think 3

Thornton

Tomasetti

Timetooth

TRC

Tridiagonal Solutions



Uber

Unitech



Visa Inc.

Verizon

Veveo

Videocon

Vodafone India Limited


U


V


W


X


Y


Z


W.S. Atkins Global

Walmart Labs

Wapcos Ltd.

Wipro

Worksapp



Xerox Research Centre India



Y Media Labs

Yahoo

YASU Technologiesa



Zeus Numerix

Zostel Hospitality and Zo Rooms

ZS Associates
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Alumni Undertaking

Jaspreet Singh

B.Tech 2004


CEO and Founder, 
Druva



Druva delivers data 
protection and 
management for the 
cloud era. Druva Cloud 
Platform is built on 
AWS and offered 
as-a-Service; delivering 
globally accessible, 
infinitely scalable and 
completely autonomous 
enterprise data 
resiliency.

Ankit Nagori

B.Des 2008


CEO and Founder, 
CureFit



CureFit is a health and 
fitness company 
offering digital and 
offline experiences 
across fitness, nutrition, 
and mental well-being. 
yoga and meditation, 
and medical and 
lifestyle care 
hassle-free.

Richa Singh

B.Des 2009


CEO and Founder, 
YourDOST



YourDOST provides an 
online counseling

and emotional support 
platform designed to 
foster mental wellness 
It anonymously 
connects the clients 
with the right expert, 
who understand and 
guide them through

completely confidential 
individual sessions

Prem Kumar 
Vislawath

B.Tech 2012


CEO and Founder, 
Marut Dronetech



Marut Drones is India's 
first drone technology 
developed to eradicate 
mosquito larvae and 
water hyacinths on 
lakes. It uses AI for 
predictive analysis of 
diseases and generates 
reports about various 
parameters.

Archit Gupta

B.Tech CSE 2006


CEO and Founder, 
ClearTax



ClearTax is India’s 
largest tax and financial 
services software 
platform for individuals, 
tax experts, SMEs and 
enterprises with income 
tax returns, GST, 
e-Invoicing, billing 
solutions and more.
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Contact Us

Head, Centre for Career Development


Dr. Abhishek Kumar

hocccd@iitg.ac.in

+91-361-258-3329 

Faculty Co-ordinator

(Placement)


Dr. Bithiah G. Jaganathan

fc1ccd@iitg.ac.in

+91-361-258-2219/3078

Faculty Co-ordinator

(Internship)


Dr. Suresh Sundaram

fc2ccd@iitg.ac.in

+91-361-258-2276
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Mail us at acad_placement@iitg.ac.in / placement@iitg.ac.in Website www.iitg.ac.in/ccd

Contact Us

Student Co-ordinators

Maneshwar Singh

+91-62832 08958

Pratyush Muduli

+91-81149 70969

Ramakant

+91-90666 59822

Sachidanand Prajapati

+91-94540 51093

Sanskar Kumar

+91-63774 65796

Smita Saxena

+91-69004 00922

Vaibhav Kumar Singh

+91-63882 42695

Vineeth Sai Ram Varma

+91-76809 17389

Vishwaprasanna Hariharan

+91-77383 94902
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